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ONLY FILM EXTENDS YOUR STORY’S 
EXPIRATION DATE—INDEFINITELY.
Over 75 video formats are now history. 
But film’s massive image capacity—10x that
of electronic capture—makes it the now and
future choice to meet emerging global standards.
And, as the one, true archival medium, film is 
the only way to assure long-term access to
your visual assets and intellectual property. 
KODAK Motion Picture Film. Your story goes 
on and on. www.kodak.com/go/motion

FOR NOW.
OR
FOREVER.
FILM. THE DIFFERENCE.
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The AJ-HD1200A: your connection to professional 1080i or 720p recording

Whether you’re shooting in 1080i with the new AJ-HDX400 or with the 720p AJ-HDC27 VariCam, the 
AJ-HD1200A makes real-time DVCPRO HD production more affordable and easier than ever. For 
seamless connection with Apple Final Cut Pro HD and Avid Xpress Pro HD, this versatile, IEEE 1394-
capable VTR precisely streams native HD footage. It offers powerful features like playback of all DVCPRO
and DV formats, down-conversion of HD signals to SD for viewing on an NTSC monitor, and high-quality
recording via optional HD-SDI and IEEE 1394 outputs.

Compact and easy to carry for in-field use, this AC/DC-powered VTR is the perfect, affordable tool for 
HD production. For more information on the AJ-HD1200A, and the AJ-HDX400 and VariCam camcorders, 
visit www.panasonic.com/hdworld or call 1-800-528-8601.

get HD connected
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VariCam (720p)
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Transfer HD video
in real time into
your NLE system.
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N E W S
HIGHDEF MAGAZINE NOW 
BI-MONTHLY
Beginning with the first issue of 2006, 
HighDef Magazine will be published 
every other month. Previously distrib-
uted on a quarterly basis, this, the only 
“High Definition-specific” publication 
will now be distributed six times per 
year. With so much happening in the 
world of High Definition we wanted 
our readers to have as much informa-
tion as possible. Our mid-January, ‘06 
issue will have bonus distribution at the 
Sundance Film Festival in Park City, Utah.

ANTON/BAUER JVC POWER 
SYSTEM
Anton/Bauer has developed a profes-
sional power system designed for the 
new JVC GY-HD100 ProHD cam-
corder. The new QR-JVC 7/14HDV is 
a specially designed Gold Mount that 
supplies up to 5 hours of the proper 
regulated operating voltage to the GY-
HD100 while providing the ability to 
use standard 12 V video accessories, 
such as on-camera lighting--all pow-
ered from the same battery.

SONIC HIGHDEF 
AUTHORING
Sonic Solutions® announced the 
release of significant enhancements 
to its production toolset for new 
high-definition video disc formats. This 
marks the successful completion of 
Phase 2 of Sonic’s development of 
encoding and authoring solutions that 
allow members of the High Definition 
Authoring Alliance (HDAA), a Sonic-
sponsored association of the world’s 
top disc authoring facilities, to prepare 
now for the upcoming rollouts of both 
HD DVD and Blu-ray Disc (BD).

TV STUDY FINDS HD 
CONFUSION
A study from Horowitz Associates 
indicates that consumer confusion 
over Highdef television continues. 
According to a release from the 
Larchmont, N.Y. research firm, “even 
after a detailed description of each 
service, consumers without an HDTV 
set” said they had high-definition ser-
vice from their cable or DBS provider. 
The firm surveyed 800 DBS and cable 
households, and among respondents, 
Horowitz said a “considerable percent-
age of satellite subscribers” thought 
they had on-demand service.

HD INDIE: CLOSING ESCROW
The HD Armen Kaprelian Comedy col-
laboration between Randall P. Dark of 
HD Vision Studios, Kristen Cox of 16x9 
Productions, and Armen Kaprelian of 
Awkward Silence Productions has final-
ly settled on it’s name: Closing Escrow: a 
Comedy About Real Estate. This impro-
visational feature film explores today’s 
real estate market through the eyes of 
three quirky families and their realtors.

HD SERIES SPOTLIGHTING 
“INDIE” FILMS
Jonathan Krane, former head of the 
independent film studio, MCEG, and 
producer of over 43 films including 
Face Off, Primary Colors, The Trail of 
the Pink Panther, Blind Date and Look 
Who’s Talking, announced his hosting 
role on the new program, The Screening 
Room, which is being co-produced 
with all Highdef station WHDT in Palm 
Beach, Florida. The weekly series will 
draw on Krane’s more than 20 years 
of experience in independent film-
making and will feature conversations 
with some of the industry’s best and 
brightest.

ARTBEATS HD TEEN 
COLLECTION
Artbeats announced the availability of 
its new Portraits-Teens HD collection. 
The third edition to Artbeats’ Portraits 
series, Portraits-Teens HD shows teen-
agers from all different walks of life and 
various ethnic backgrounds.

AFM ADDS HD SCREENING 
ROOMS 
The American Film Market (AFM), 
to take place November 2-9, 2005, 
in Santa Monica, CA, is increasing the 
number of screens available to exhibi-
tors by adding 5 new HD screening 
rooms. This brings the number of 
screens at the AFM to 31, which 
include 23 theatrical, 5 HD, and 3 video.

FOX MAKES HD UPGRADES
20th Century FOX Video Services, 
the DVD and video operations arm 
of 20th Century FOX, is gradually 
replacing its SD infrastructure with high 
definition equipment. The HANABI 
HVS-1000, a one M/E switcher that 
supports 1080i, 24p, 720p, and stan-
dard definition formats, will be used in 
FOX’s linear editing bay in conjunction 
with a Sony BVE-9100 edit controller.

5500:1 CONTRAST RATIO HD 
PROJECTOR
Panasonic Broadcast has introduced 
the new PT-AE900U, a native high-
definition home theater projector 
that produces film-like images with a 
dramatic 5500:1 contrast ratio. Capable 
of displaying ultra-sharp, ultra-clear HD 
pictures up to 14.5-feet wide, the PT-
AE900U is equipped with advanced, 
new digital picture-enhancing features 
allowing users to enjoy “Hollywood 
picture quality” in the comfort of their 
homes.

INTELLIGENT, EASY TO USE 
STORAGE
1st Design™, a newly created divi-
sion of 1 Beyond, Inc. announced 
IntelliRaid™, a unique, intelligent, direct 
attached storage system with full fault 
tolerant RAID support. Designed 
specifically for video professionals, 
IntelliRaid is the industry’s first - truly 
enterprise level storage at desktop 
prices that handles everything up to 
real time uncompressed 10 bit 1080i 
HD with the Matrox Axio.

DALSA DIGITAL CINEMA 
ADDS FUJINON LENS
Dalsa Digital Cinema, a camera rental 
facility owned by Dalsa, added the 
Fujinon HAe10x10 HD zoom lens, 
one of Fujinon’s “Cine Super E” Series 
lenses for digital cinematography to its 
inventory.

ESPN, ABC BRING HD TO 
SOCCER
ESPN and ABC announced that they 
will broadcast the 2006 World Cup 
matches in High Definition. ESPN HD, 
ABC HD and ESPN2 HD will team 
up to present live coverage of all 64 
matches of the 2006 FIFA World Cup 
in Germany in 2006 in HD. The HD 
telecasts will be offered as a simulcast 
of ESPN, ABC Sports and ESPN2 
World Cup coverage.

LEADER HD LINE CHECKER
Leader announced the new LT292 
digital line checker that detects, displays 
and logs transmission errors in HD-SDI 
and SD-SDI signals. All major Highdef 
production and transmission video 
formats are supported, including  three 
variants of 1080i, six variants of 1080p, 
five variants of 1080Ps and two variants 
of 720p.  HD6



How do you launch a projectile the size of a mosquito at a speeding 767 jetliner, hit it in exactly 
the right place, while taking pictures of the impact? Simple - you leave it up to the brilliant scientists 
at NASA, JPL and Ball Aerospace.  And how do you realistically show this event in full high definition 
glory without sending a camera person along for the ride? That was the assignment we were faced 
with at Eden FX.

NASA recently took on the astronomical equivalent of a mosquito hitting a 767 plane with 
its wildly successful Deep Impact mission. Deep Impact involved the deployment of a spacecraft 

consisting of two parts – a washing machine sized copper Impactor which would be released 
into the path of Tempel 1, a comet about the size of half of Manhattan, and a flyby craft to collect 
data and pictures of the event.  The idea was to create a collision that would provide a glimpse 
beneath the surface of a comet in order to study material that has been relatively unchanged 
since the beginning of the solar system. Finding out what comets are made of could answer some 
basic questions about the formation of our solar system.

Discovery Channel wanted to create a documentary in HD about the Deep Impact project 

Images provided by Eden FX, ©Discovery Channel. Lead CG artist Christian Bloch.

Tempel 1 Comet after 
collision with Impactor.
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that would air after the actual collision on July 
4th, 2005. New Pony Productions was awarded 
the job of producing the documentary and they, 
in turn, contracted our company in May 2004, to 
produce original HD animation to help tell the 
story.

For the hour long Comet Collision! special, we 
created 47 shots consisting of over 15 minutes 
of photo-realistic, high-definition imagery depict-
ing the creation, launch and climax of the Deep 
Impact project.

Since we were retained almost a year before 
our work was due, we had plenty of time to 
brainstorm and complete the shots. We received 
a rough draft of proposed animation sequences 
from Ron Bowman, New Pony’s founder and 
Producer/Director of the documentary. Using 
this as a guide, Christian Bloch, our lead artist 
on the project, and I determined how to best 
depict the sequences. Bloch and his team of artists 
– Casey Benn and Jamie Clark, with additional help 
from Jeffrey Sargent, Dave Morton, Chris Zapara, 
Sean Scott, Rob Bonchune and Fred Kuramura then 
went to work and spent the next few months cre-
ating animatics of the different sequences to send 
to New Pony. Animatics were created at half HD 
res. (960x540), then scaled down and letterboxed 
into a standard definition frame and posted on a 
secure ftp site as Avid formatted Quicktimes.

New Pony’s Producer/Editor, Lisa 
Frederickson took the Avid formatted animatics 

and cut them into an early version of the edit. 
The animatics were modeled, animated and ren-
dered in NewTek’s LightWave 3D, which was our 
preferred CG program for this project. Eyeon’s 
Digital Fusion and Adobe After Effects were used 
to composite the sequences.

As we continued this process, we would 
receive feedback from the client regarding the 
animatics, while at the same time continuing to 
model in CG the final versions of the Impactor, 
the Flyby ship, the Tempel 1 comet and all of the 
environments. Our mission was to make our 
CG animation as realistic as possible. We were 
in constant contact with the scientists at Ball 
Aerospace (who built the Deep Impact space-
crafts) and JPL, learning from them how the 
spacecrafts were designed to work, and what 
would happen when the impact occurred (to the 
best of the their knowledge!).

Over the next few months, we kept refining 
the animatics – sometimes starting completely 
from scratch as the documentary took shape. 
Since we were involved from the beginning of 
the project, our animatics became footage that 
the editor had access to just like the live action 
footage that was being shot.  As the edit came 
together, it was clear what worked and what 
didn’t and we were able to create additional 
imagery or modify our existing sequences in 
order to tell the story.

As we were moving along, so was the Deep 

Images provided by Eden FX, ©Discovery Channel. Lead CG artist Christian Bloch.

Seconds before 
Impactor collides with 
Tempel 1 Comet.
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Impact project. In January, 2005, the Delta II 
rocket carrying Deep Impact flight system was 
successfully launched.

Bloch created proprietary HDRI (High 
Dynamic Range Imaging) lighting plug-ins to 
be used with LightWave to generate amazing 
photo-real imagery and the team created new 
techniques for dealing with particle animation 
in order to create the coronas and debris of 
comets.

For the impact itself, we created three dif-
ferent scenarios of what would happen when 
the Impactor hit the comet… 1) It would create 
a football stadium sized crater and eject comet 
material out into space. 2) It would punch right 
through a more-porous comet and exit out the 
other side, or 3) it would impact a very hard 
comet, forcing it to break apart into large pieces 
that would drift apart. They weren’t really sure 
what would happen, although the best guess was 
scenario number 1, but the documentary would 
show all three.

In March and April of 2005, the time came 
to render the final approved sequences. At 24 
frames per second, our 15 minutes of final HD 
animation consisted of approximately 22,000 
frames at 1920x1080 pixels each. At about 15 
minutes per frame, we had close to 6000 hours 
of rendering to complete. Not to mention that 
we were right in the middle of working on 6 
pilots for this fall season as well as continuing 
work on our existing episodic and film projects. 
Luckily, our render farm and network were 
designed to expand and contract as needed, and 
it was time to expand! We added over 90 render 
nodes which brought our total up to 300 dual 
Xeon 3.2 Ghz processors. Using our proprietary 

render control software, all of our projects were 
able to take advantage of render nodes and kick 
out frame after frame of full HD footage.

We delivered all of our final footage in May 
of 2005, knowing full well that we might have 
to create some new animation if anything hap-
pened to change in the actual mission. What if 
something broke on the flyby craft that was sup-
posed to take pictures of the impact? What if the 
Impactor itself shot off course and missed the 
comet? These and other potential issues would 
need to be shown in the documentary.

But everything was going according to plan, 
and finally, on July 4th, 2005, comet Tempel 1, 
traveling at 23,000 miles per hour, slammed into 
Deep Impact’s Impactor creating a fantastic col-
lision. The flyby spacecraft took photos and col-
lected data in one of the most spectacular mis-
sions in the study of Comets.

The resulting Comet Collision! documentary, 
simulcast in late July on the Discovery Channel 
and Discovery HD Theater, was not only fun to 
watch, it was highly informative and extremely 
interesting. I thought our HD animation was 
very well integrated into the story, and I couldn’t 
have been more pleased that Eden FX had the 
opportunity to be part of such an extraordinary 
and inspiring project.  HD

Visual Effects Supervisor, John Gross, along with his 
partner Mark Miller, is co-president of Hollywood-
based Eden FX, a company which provides CG 
visual effects to many of television’s most popular hit 
series, including Surface, Invasion, Lost, Alias, Medium, 
Navy: NCIS, Commander In Chief, as well as the 
long on-air runs of Six Feet Under and Star Trek 
Enterprise. Phone (323)993-7050. www.edenfx.com
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The image on left 
shows comet Tempel 1 
approximately 5 minutes 
before Deep Impact’s 
probe smashed into its 
surface. It was taken by 
the probe’s impactor 
targeting sensor.  The 
probe crashed between 
the two dark-rimmed 
craters near the center 
and bottom of the comet.  

The image on right shows 
the initial ejecta that 
resulted when NASA’s 
Deep Impact probe 
collided with comet 
Tempel 1 at 10:52 p.m. 
Pacific time, July 3 (1:52 
a.m. Eastern time, July 
4). It was taken by the 
spacecraft’s medium-
resolution camera 16 
seconds after impact.

For additional stills and 
information about Deep 
Impact please visit http://
www.nasa.gov/mission_
pages/deepimpact/main/
index.html
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PDP (Plasma Display Panel) manufacturers 
plan to boost profitability in preparation for 
the impending 40+-inch LCD onslaught into 
the large TV display space. We delve deep 
into the market forces driving the move and 
the technology side of this strategy as major 
PDP players, like LG, Samsung and Matsushita, 
introduce new single scan drive to further 
reduce costs and boost profits as they ride the 
price curve down toward consumer nirvana, 
known as price equilibrium.

To support the coming price war, PDP 
makers have been investing in technology 
improvements that directly reduce cost to 
manufacture, and leading the way is the move 
to single scan PDP technology. We had a con-
versation with industry veteran, Jim Noecker, 
Panasonic’s Sr. digital engineer, to get a sense of 
the effects and trade-offs of PDP’s  single scan 
approach.

Noecker starts off with the obvious cost 
savings in single scan technology – half the num-
ber of drivers are needed to address the plas-
ma cells. “You either mount them on the top or 
the bottom of the display in a single scan sys-
tem,” Noecker said. “While it’s true, the driver 
count is reduced by half, it doesn’t translate into 
half the BOM cost,” Noecker continued. “The 
drivers in a single scan system require higher 
current to drive longer electrodes (essentially 
the full height of the display.) In a dual scan 
system, drivers on the top and bottom meet in 
the middle and only need to support current 
for half the display height. These higher current 
drivers will probably cost a bit more than their 
lower current cousins, but there still should be a 
significant reduction in driver costs.”

Samsung SDI also adopted a single scan 

technology and is applying it to nearly 100% of 
its V4 production lines. The company also plans 
to develop V5 (50-inch HD PDPs embracing 
single scan technology) and V6 products at year 
end and next year.

In what some consider another battlefront 
between display technologies, the ability to 
display 1080p native images or “full HD” is heat-
ing up in the large display category. To that end, 
Samsung also claimed that it has developed its 
own PDP driver IC that allows a reduction in 
the number of driver ICs used to drive full-HD 
TVs.  According to Samsung, the new driver IC 
can save 30% of total panel manufacturing costs. 
This announcement comes on the heels that 
Matsushita, Hitachi and Pioneer all have plans 
for PDPs with 1080p or full-HD resolution.

Finally, DisplaySearch reported its 2004 PDP 
worldwide shipments and market share data, 
stating global shipments of plasma panels soared 
107% to 3.6M units in 2004.  HD

Steve Sechrist is  
an editor/analyst 
at Insight Media, a 
technology based 
media firm specializing 
in large format and 
micro display and 
related industries.

Plasma Display Panel Watch

hdtvForum
b y  S T E V E  S E C H R I S T Rob Sim is no newcomer to High Definition. His company was the first to provide Sony HDCAMs for rental in Canada.

Since then, he’s kept his focus on the HD market, offering high-end tools for commercial, music video,  television

and feature production. Today Sim Video has offices in Toronto, Vancouver, Halifax, Los Angeles and San Francisco.

“Our mandate from day one has always been to offer the best in quality and service,” says Rob Sim. “That means

getting our equipment from people who think like we do. Amnon Band doesn’t just sell HD equipment, he invests in

product development and it pays off for all of us. Carl Zeiss DigiPrime® and DigiZoom™ lenses are simply unsurpassed

in quality. It’s products like these that make us all look good.

“I have actually seen longtime

Panavision users come to Sim

Video for a demo of the Sony F950 with Zeiss DigiPrime and DigiZoom lenses.

After viewing the results, the job was ours. 

“For us, it’s about integrity. Our clients put their careers on the line

when they choose us. In turn, we put our reputation on the line for them.

It’s good to know we can count on Band Pro.”

BURBANK • MUNICH • TEL  AV IV

P h o n e  8 1 8 - 8 4 1 - 9 6 5 5

Chooses Band Pro

W W W . B A N D P R O . C O M

Sim VideoSim Video
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Skater Mike “Lizard King” 
Plumb catching air over a set 
of stairs in Ogden, Utah.

b y  P a u l a  L u m b a r d

When Fred Grossberg, president of Mill Reef 
Video and a marketing consultant for Panasonic 
Broadcast and Television Systems (PBTS), called 
me to explore ways of promoting the use of 
Panasonic HD for stock footage, I suggested that 
PBTS sponsor a VariCam extreme skateboard 
shoot and have FootageBank represent the foot-
age. I knew that shooting action sports would 
be the perfect way for Panasonic to gather great 
demo footage and showcase the capabilities of 
the VariCam. PBTS liked the idea and commis-
sioned Mill Reef to produce the shoot and use 
the proceeds from stock sales to fund future col-
laborations of this kind.

Guided by Director/DP Denver Miller, a 
founding member of the Ch 17 HD Collective, 
Mill Reef chose to shoot in Salt Lake City for its 
access to top young skate talent and the wealth 
of extreme skate sites. Our 12-person crew shot 
720p/60, which is ideally suited to action sports, 
and Panasonic Senior Camera Engineer Mike 
Bergeron tethered two VariCams to D5 decks 
via HD SDI for ultra-high HD quality.

The crew’s goal was to capture the energy 

of current skate culture. They shot day and night 
on city streets, under freeways, in office com-
plexes, and in traditional skate parks. Their gear 
included two VariCam packages provided by Abel 
Cine Tech, D5s from Panasonic and Absolute 
Rentals, and a Steadicam and 25-foot jib with a 
360-degree dutch head provided and operated 
by Reed Productions’ John Reed. Canon USA 
generously donated HJ11x4.7B and HJ21x7.5B 
portable HD zoom lenses. Miller also used an 
Abakus Stadium lens for extreme wide-angle shots.

Miller worked with FootageBank editor John 
Palmer to make sure we got shots that would 
appeal to our broad client base. The 720p/60 
gave us amazing slow-mo and stop action in post. 
Miller also played with the undercranking capabili-
ties of the camera combined with no shutter to 
produce some unusual motion blur effects. The 
VariCam proved to be a fantastic tool for captur-
ing the speed, technical skill, and raw brilliance of 
contemporary skateboarding, not to mention the 
grit and blood from the skaters crashing when 
they missed their tricks.  HD

Paula Lumbard is founder of FootageBank HD.
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It looks so real you can almost taste it.
At least that’s what we’re trying to achieve 

when we plan a Highdef food production. You could 
almost say the food companies are making their fare 
look good enough to eat…right off the screen!

Our latest project is a PSA for the Produce 
for Better Health Foundation, a great organi-
zation which expands efforts nationwide to 
increase consumption of fruits and vegetables for 
improved public health.

Our Director of Photography, Dan Donley, 
explains his fruits and veggies approach. “Shooting 
a bowl of fruit is the quintessential still-life. The 
challenge is to add motion, make the shot excit-
ing and get the product to come to life. “In some 
shots, we used the shutter while pouring smaller 
fruit such as berries or when showering the fruit 
with water. The beauty of shooting HDCAM, as 
opposed to 35mm, is that we could see exactly 
what we were getting.

“This was important with the color as 
well. The natural vibrancy of the fruit grabs the 

viewer’s attention, and we add contrasting and 
complementary colors in the background to 
make the picture pop. With the Sony HDW-
F900/3, we used the software menus to get the 
color saturation exactly where we wanted it. You 
can’t do that with a video tap.

“In some shots, we used slices of fruit, letting 
the light show the structure and detail. This was 
beautiful, especially the lemons, kiwis, and water-
melons. The HDCAM image is unbelievably sharp 
and we grabbed stills directly off the HD.”

We go to production this month with Hilton 
Hotels Corporation. It was supposed to be both 
a still and motion shoot. But when I showed our 
food stills to the Hilton people, they decided to 
forgo the still photographer altogether and pull 
the stills directly from our HDCAM footage. 
That’s how good they are.  HD

Paul & Julia Jenner are co-founders of Sleepy Hollow 
Television, an HD production facility located in San 
Juan Capistrano, California, www.sleepyhollowtele-
vision.com (949)388-0595.

b y  P a u l  J e n n e r

Tasty Techn iques



b y  J e n n i e  T a y l o r

Higher Ground
Making  the  Leap  to

This fall Boulder, Colorado based 
Warren Miller Entertainment 
will launch the first nationwide 
high definition film tour with 
Warren Miller’s Higher Ground, 
the company’s 56th annual win-
ter sports movie. Traveling the 
world with more than 400 high 
definition screenings, the films 
unbelievably sharp picture qual-
ity and substantially larger field of 
view are a long, long way from 
the days of hand cranked Bell 
& Howell 16mm and old-time 
filmstrip projectors used when 
the company first got underway 
in 1949.

“Using high definition tech-
nology allows us to bring view-
ers right into the heart of the 
mountains, and that’s really what 
our movies are all about,” said 
Max Bervy, Producer/Director 
for Warren Miller Entertainment. 
“HD technology is advancing by 
leaps and bounds and the intro-
duction of affordable HD edit 
suites and projection systems 
made this move timely and finan-
cially feasible for our company.”

Warren Miller Entertainment 
is in a unique position to under-
take the country’s first high 
definition film tour since their 
films have been self-distributed 
from the company’s incep-
tion more than 50 years ago. 
Company founder, and original 
ski bum, Warren Miller began 
the tradition by traveling the 
country showing movies via 
his own projection system and 
personally attending each show. 
Today Warren Miller athletes 

travel with the movie from city 
to city along with what will now 
be a true high definition projec-
tion system. Over the years, the 
screenings have developed a 
festival-like atmosphere and have 
come to signal the onset of win-
ter, celebrated by the hundreds of 
thousands who attend each year.

The latest Warren Miller 
installment, Higher Ground, trav-
els the globe from the slopes 

of Switzerland to New York’s 
Hunter Mountain, where a 
group of NYC Firefighters hosts 
a ski race each year to raise 
money for burn victims. The 
movie will be screened in more 
than 180 U.S. cities in fall 2005, 
including New York, Los Angles, 
Chicago and Seattle. For more 
information, please visit www.
warrenmiller.com.  HD
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As an HD stock footage library, we have offered 
our clients three options in terms of final delivery: 
D5, HDCam and HD DVCPro. Now, however, 
with the advent of new tape-less HD applications 
and intermediaries such as HD DVDs and Final 
Cut Pro HD, the demand for digitally delivered 
HD files is increasing. We have noticed a real 
confusion surrounding what is and what is not 
possible in delivering HD material digitally.

High definition resolution is nearly three 
times that of standard definition; 1920x1080 ver-
sus 720x486. Because HD files are so huge, the 
challenge lies in finding the right formula to keep 
costs and time low but still deliver quality. We 
have begun to sort out the issues and streamline 
the options and can now advise our clients on 
the many decision they have to make.

First, we have to pick a file format. One 
option is an image sequence. An image sequence 
consists of individual image files for each frame 
of video. The most frequently requested in our 

experience has been TIF or Targa (TGA).
We recently worked with a feature film being 

produced in Korea. They had already returned 
their rented HD cameras and decks, so tape was 
out of the question; we needed to deliver the 
shots on a format they could import into their 
Final Cut Pro HD. We settled on creating DVD-Rs 
with an image sequence of Targa files.

Video files are another format option. MPEG, 
AVI, or QuickTime are the most frequently 
requested These files function as containers for 
media. Details of the file format can be specified 
based on what the container can accommodate 
such as file type, compression, bit rate, and codec 
employed. The most common delivery of full 
resolution HD material in QuickTime format 
is uncompressed, but compression options are 
available at various levels from a loss of approxi-
mately 20% to more significant losses. The other 
specifics of the file type such as codec are han-
dled on a case-by-case basis depending on our 

b y  C a r o l  M a r t i n

Digi-Speak:
Jeremy Nobis hits the 
steeps at The Canyons 
Resort, Utah. 
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This elephant parade from 
FootageBank was digitally 

transmitted to Japan for 
use in a music video.

Do You Know It ?
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clients’ needs and post facilities capabilities.
The last decision to be made is delivery. 

FTP uploads are the most requested. If the FTP 
site is hosted by the post facility where the file 
was created, an upload can be very efficient. 
However, the download on the receiver’s end 
can be fraught with problems depending on 
their connection speed and activity on the FTP 
server. Conversely, uploading to our client¹s FTP 
site will help ensure a faster download by the 
client but several issues may arise in the upload 
because the client’s FTP may have unknown 
nuances or access or file restrictions. In the end, 
it may cost the client more because it may take 
the post facility longer to upload files. QuickTime 
clips need an uninterrupted up/download action. 
The advantage to image sequence uploads and 
downloads is that they can be done incrementally 
because all the files are independent. However, the 
individual files that comprise an image sequence 
will be numerous and if one is missing, the 
sequence may not be able to be re-assembled.

An advertising client of ours in Warsaw, 
Poland needed rapid delivery of a nine-second 
shot as full-resolution Targa files loaded to their 
FTP site. In our first attempt to load to the 
client¹s FTP, we were not allowed access perhaps 
from a downed server. In our second attempt, 
the client’s FTP receivers kept aborting the 
load before all the files could be uploaded and 
three percent of the files were empty. Our post 

facility spent $1000 worth of time trying. Our 
client, in trying to resolve the issue from across 
the Atlantic, also lost a lot of precious time. 
Ultimately, we shipped them a DVD.

If time allows, using a physical delivery plat-
form such as disk or hard drive will remove the 
unpredictable elements of uploads and downloads. 
DVD-ROMs (data DVD) and Firewire drives are 
the most common. DVD-Video and CD-Rom 
are not options for HD material because they 
cannot accommodate HD material unless highly 
compressed. While a CD-Rom can hold about 
20 seconds of uncompressed standard definition 
video, a DVD-Rom can hold 20 to 30 seconds of 
uncompressed HD video. For the multiple shot 
order, firewire drives which come in varying levels 
of capacity are the platform of choice.

What does the future hold? Soon, we will 
streamline the options and post a cheat sheet on 
our website so that the language barriers, time 
differences and expectations of our clients and 
ourselves become more manageable. As soon 
as all of these factors are resolved, as with all 
technological advancements, we expect that our 
post facilities will be able to send real-time trans-
missions of uncompressed HD clips to facilities 
around the world, and some of this new-found 
knowledge will be irrelevant. But for what more 
could we hope?  HD

Carol Martin is the Director of Sales and Technology 
for Footage Bank.

Still frame from a 
FootageBank HD 1080i 
time-lapse shot of Los 
Angeles.  This clip was a 
challenge to send as an 
uncompressed digital file 
because of its length and 
resolution.



Sinatra: The Untold Story is a cradle to grave 
biography of the late Frank Sinatra. Premiering 
on BBC One in the UK, ZDF in Germany, Arte 
in France, and A&E in the US, the big budget 
feature-length documentary was produced by 
UK production company PITV. Award-winning 
documentarian Christopher Olgiati (www.olgiati.
com) led the charge and directed the show. The 
decision to shoot the majority of the program 
in HD was made because Christopher, who has 
historically worked on film, saw and admired 
the film-like look of the Panasonic Varicam. The 
ability to shoot variable speeds and maintain 
lens choices used in his previous projects also 
factored into the decision. Having never shot HD 

before, Christopher teamed up with Director of 
Photography, Dan Coplan(www.dancoplan.com), 
who has extensive HD experience as both cine-
matographer and digital imaging technician (DIT).

As a European production, the base frame 
rate was set to 25fps at a frequency of 60Hz. 
Imagery was captured at the camera’s native 16:9 
aspect ratio but protected for 14:9. European 
broadcasters including the BBC transmit two 
versions of each channel: 16:9 for viewers with 
widescreen sets and a “compromise” 14:9 stream 
for viewers with 4:3 sets who see a cropped 
image, but one that maintains a majority of the 
important information. Extensive post color 
correction was planned but Christopher’s meta-

Photo by Dan Coplan

Innovision Probe Lens 
and Cam Rail make 

for a dolly shot across  
“Sinatra” license plate.

DisplaySearch HDTV Conference 2005: The Future 
of Television was held at the Beverly Hilton in Los 
Angeles on August 23-24 and brought together 
representatives from across the TV spectrum 
including TV and cable networks, satellite and 
cable providers, retailers, set top box manufactur-
ers, TV brands, TV OEMs, TV panel and imager 
manufacturers and display electronics producers. 

The two-day event had a prestigious speaker 
line-up. Highlights include

Day 1’s keynote, Mark Cuban, Co-Founder 
and President of HDNet, made a ‘call to arms’ 
for TV manufacturers to help ensure the HDTV 
transition is a success. With the quality of HD 
content severely diminished because of over-com-
pression, consumer experiences are suffering, and 
TV manufacturers are often unjustifiably blamed. 
TV manufacturers are being pushed from all 
sides by content owners and producers, content 
distributors, and government. Cuban said they 
need to stand up for themselves and combat this 
continued pressure. At the end of the day, con-
sumers will either return a product or blame the 
manufacturer if a feature like CABLECARD does 
not work. Cuban also discussed the issues that 
he is seeing when HD content is degraded, (i.e. 
when 480i content is upconverted to 1080i) and 
how content providers have a responsibility to 
provide the best HD experience to consumers. 
He also warned that with more 1080p content 
and displays coming on board in the next few 
years, manufacturers will need to prepare for 
better compression technologies and packaged 
media systems.

The remainder of the day was occupied 
by panels discussing, "Expanding Current and 
Next-Generation HD Content: The Technical 
Challenges," "Lessons from the Channels," and 
"The Global TV Market/HD Policy Update and 
Outlook." The Global TV session revealed that 
China is the biggest television market in the 
world with 37 million television units shipped 
domestically in 2005 and 40 million expected in 
2008. While China is the largest market in units, 
North America is the largest region in terms of 

DisplaySearch 
revenue with $24B expected for 2005, an 11% Y/
Y increase. North America has the highest pref-
erence for large screen televisions, and is also the 
only market where Rear-Projection Televisions 
(RPTV’s) have any real penetration at 11% com-
pared to China at 3%.

Table 1: Shipments by Region

In terms of display technologies for North 
America, CRT-TV’s had a 9% Y/Y decline, LCD-
TV’s had a 199% Y/Y increase, PDP-TV’s had a 
53% Y/Y increase, RPTV had a 1% Y/Y decrease 
due mainly to CRT-RPTV declining by 30% Y/Y as 
more Micro-Display penetration occurs.

On a forecast basis, flat panel is expected to 
account for 42% of revenue on 20% of units in 
2005, with LCD accounting for 22% of revenue.

During the various sessions, it was also 
revealed that more 1080p product will be enter-
ing the market, and with no content available 
from either broadcasters or potentially HD-DVD 
or Blu-Ray, the question of the quality of de-inter-
lacers and scalers was a key topic of discussion.

Within regions, it was also revealed that 
Japan has the highest penetration of HD product 
at 37% versus 24% for North America in Q2 
’05. On a forecast basis, HD product penetration 
in North America is expected to rise to 27% 
in 2005, growing to 50% in 2007 as the ATSC 
Digital Tuner mandate, and more HD content 
becomes available from broadcast, cable, satellite 
and DVD’s. While the FCC ATSC tuner mandate 
will affect all television products greater than 13-
inch diagonal starting in July 1, 2007, not all prod-
uct will necessarily be capable of displaying high 
definition content.  HD

David Naranjo is VP of Market Research at 
DisplaySearch. dnaranjo@displaysearch.com

Region 2004 2005 2006
Japan 9,048 9,116 9,941
North America 31,561 32,655 32,741
Europe 35,939 35,021 36,126
China 35,540 37,208 37,665
ROW 71,375 73,786 74,395
Total 183,462 187,786 190,869
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narrow shutter in LA to indicate a more frenetic 
lifestyle and a wide open shutter to both eke out 
more light without boosting the gain and add 
more softness to motion. We also boosted gain 
intentionally at times to add noise to the picture. 
And of course we painted the camera like crazy. 
The recreations evoked a past era so we created 
a unique look and visual mood for them, distin-
guishing them from the documentary sequences.”

Synchro scan was used to adjust for the 
flickering of street lights. Rather than using a lo-
con filter, Dan raised the pedestal and brought 
the whole exposure down to reduce excessive 
contrast. The great thing about the Varicam is 
the LOW, MEDIUM, and HIGH gain switches 
can be used for more than just the gain. Dan 
would often program the switches to have the 
same gain settings but different gamma settings in 
order to quickly switch between a low contrast 
and high contrast look. Zebras were set at 90 
and 95 to warn about which parts of the image 
were about to blow out to full white. “I found 
that at 90 both detail and color were more or 
less retained. Above 90, however, detail hung in 
there but the color quickly faded away.”

“The Varicam was very easy to use, though 
I do have a wish list for this camera. A frame 
rate converter in camera would be a godsend 
for previewing off-speed takes. The color correct 
tools were too subtle. There were times I wanted 
to completely desaturate the colors but couldn’t 
do it through the color correct options. Rather I 
had to do it through the matrix controls. I wish 
these were more intuitive, however, because it’s 
a fairly abstract function. Every color adjustment 
affects many other colors to some degree and 
you can spend a lot of time dialing things up 
and down without really knowing what you’re 
controlling.

“The whole production was an absolute 
joy”, comments Dan. “Chris’ unique vision really 
pushed me to look at things in a whole new way 
creatively and tap all my mental resources to 
make it a reality technically.”  HD

Dan Coplan, SOC is a Los Angeles based cinemato-
grapher and digital imaging technician (DIT). He 
has a degree in Computer Science and Music, 
a Masters in Motion Pictures, interned with ILM 
and then moved to LA to pursue his passion for 
cinematography.

phoric and highly visual style led the duo to dig 
into the bag of tricks available to them in creat-
ing unique imagery on the fly. “Once I showed 
Chris how to turn an ordinary Hoboken sky at 
dusk into a more contrasty red sunset that bit 
into the clouds, all bets were off.” Dan muses, “I 
repeatedly warned him about going too far – that 
it can be good to lean in a particular direction if 

you know that’s what you want but that recovery 
can be difficult if you change your mind later. But 
he knew precisely what he wanted and I gave it 
to him.”

Dan outfitted the Varicam with a Canon 
11x4.7 HD ENG lens. This offered the most 
versatility in that the lens includes an extender 
allowing the team to shoot from super wide at 
4.7mm to telephoto up to 103.4mm. The wide 
end was primarily used to give grand scale to 
establishing shots and smooth out bumps when 
moving the camera on various platforms. The 
telephoto end was used to pick up details and 
for interviews where framing a flattering face and 
throwing the background out of focus (when 
larger spaces allowed) were called for. When fea-
sible, a 17” HD CRT monitor was used. However, 
given the amount of location shooting, the most 
practical way of monitoring the image was with 
an Astro DM-3000 onboard LCD monitor. “I was 
skeptical about using a small LCD monitor as my 

only critical frame of reference so I compared it 
side by side with the larger CRT to understand 
the differences. Armed with the knowledge from 
my comparison I at least had an idea of how to 
interpret what we were seeing. Critical focus can 
be a significant challenge in HD but the LCD 
was surprisingly sharp. I turned peaking up in my 
viewfinder, however, to aid my focus.” Dan con-
tinues, “The LCD allowed me to have a second 
reference to the viewfinder mounted on the 
camera right in front of me and allowed Chris to 
watch moving shots as they happened.”

Various locations represented different 
times and facets of Sinatra’s life and for these, 
Christopher wanted to attribute a different 
mood. Two SD memory cards were completely 
filled with the looks Dan dialed in (Hoboken 
night – blue contrasty, Hoboken day – slightly 
red, Manhattan – neutral, Queens – desatu-
rated blue contrasty, Miami – golden/tangerine 
contrasty, Havana – red contrasty, gamma cor-
rection OFF for ultra contrasty…). Pushing 
what could be done with the camera to the 
limits, Dan and Christopher played with a host 
of experimental techniques. As the extender is 
engaged or disengaged, the light coming through 
the lens is distorted both in shape and color 
and right around the halfway point, portions of 
both the normal and extended image share the 
frame. Dan comments, “You can get some really 
interesting and artistic effects playing with the 
extender. It’s most effective when framing lights 
and Vegas was perfect for this.” ND grads were 
used when the frame was static and a straight 
horizon was maintained. At times an ND grad 
effect was desired but the composition didn’t 
allow for the use of ND grads. In order to 
recover some of the frame, most notably to hold 
clouds in the sky, Dan used the ND filter wheel 
on the camera and dialed it in between settings 
to introduce a grad effect at the edge of frame. 
This could only be done on one side but was 
effective enough and maintained a soft enough 
edge that the technique came in very handy. “We 
used low frame rates to speed up clouds, high 
frame rates for slow motion effect and even did 
speed ramping from 25 – 60fps of pedestrians in 
Times Square to gradually slow them down from 
normal speed to slowmo. We experimented 
with the intervalometer function to speed up 
the creep of shadows from a setting sun against 
the Hotel Nacional in Havana, Cuba. We used a 

Dan and Chris used 
the very portable and 
lightweight MicroDolly, 
pictured here in Havana, 
extensively on the shoot.

Photo by William Rakip

Virginia Hill calls a taxi to 
take her to LAX. Bugsy 
Siegel used  Virginia to 

hide stolen mob money 
in Switzerland.
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B. Sean Fairburn 
SOC, Director of 
Photography 
818.621.3912 c, 
Local 600,  Agent 
Steve Jacob  
323.460.4767 

Be Prepared. Critical in being 
able to perform well in the field 
is good preparation. Remember 
the Boy Scout Motto “Be 
Prepared.” This is especially true 
when shooting Highdef.

Anticipate all the gear you 
will need to get the job done 
right in all the conditions you will 
be in. Get everything together. 
Power and cable it up. Set up 
the cameras, decks, and moni-
tors properly.

I just came off a big shoot 
in Shanghai on the other side of 
the world from the rental house 
in LA. We shot with an F-950 
into fiber optic cable to an HD 
CCU which split the record-
ing into 2 HDCam SR decks in 
4:4:4. The extra deck provided 
us one set that would be used 
for playback and digitizing. The 
other provided us the insurance 
of getting out of the country 
with the work.

The work we were doing 
was for BG plate elements for 
an action sequence shot with 
natural light at night. High atop 
the roof of skyscrapers with all 
the HD gear, cart, tent, 23 inch 
Monitors (eCinema), everything 
has to work in such a difficult 
location.

Now for a big tip that will 
save you lost time trying to 
figure out what is wrong if your 

image looks purple. If the A 
link and the B link are switched, 
the image will give you that 
look whether it’s between the 
camera and deck or the deck 
and the monitor. Another tip to 
help post know what happened 
in the field is to shoot the face 
of the portable recorder for a 
few frames whenever possible 
so they can see how everything 
was set up when recorded.

HDCam SRW-1 has a 
number of options in addition 
to frame rate. 4:2:2 or 4:4:4 SQ 
runs the deck at normal speed 
at 440. 4:4:4 HD runs the deck 
at 2x normal speed to record 
880, consuming twice as much 
tape (handy when 60p comes 

out). Dual 4:2:2 records two 
separate 4:2:2 camera feeds 
onto one tape using the “A” link 
for one camera and the “B” link 
for the other, great for 3D work 
where camera sync is critical.

DIT’s and 1st AC’s are not 
Tape Ops and should not be 
given that additional duty on set. 
unless the recording is onboard 
the camera. Tape Ops should be 
hired to do that work.

As a native of Hammond 
Louisiana my prayers are with 
those affected by the disaster. HD

B. Sean Fairburn, Director of 
Photography, Role Model Productions, 
LLC. rolemodel@earthlink.net,  
www.seanfairburn.com  

Good night 
shots start with 
fast lenses and 
creativity. (Pearl 
Tower in Shanghai, 
China and the 
Sony F-950.)
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The registration fee is $695.00. An early bird registration fee of $595.00 is available until November 15th.

Limited discounted room registrations are available at the MGM Grand Hotel for $139.00 (Jan. 3rd) and $249.00 (Jan. 4th).

Sponsorships are available.
For program or sponsorship information: Visit www.hdtv-bc.com or contact Chris Chinnock, (chris@insightmedia.info),

Insight Media, phone (203) 831-8464 or Elliott Schlam (ESchlam@aol.com), Elliott Schlam Associates, phone (732) 493-3868.

For registration: Visit www.hdtv-bc.com/registration.htm
or contact Adrienne Hefter, ahefter@mcgweb.com, phone (650) 323-1179, fax (650) 319-1805. 

HDTV Business Conference
January 4, 2006 • MGM Grand • Las Vegas

“We have identified the important
issues facing the HDTV industry
and have recruited insightful
executive-level speakers.  These
key industrial leaders will
analyze the consequences of
those issues for companies,
technologies and markets.”

Chris Chinnock
Conference Co-organizer

Insight Media, an international market research organization
devoted to all aspects of the electronic display industry
announces its inaugural “HDTV Business Conference,” to be held on
January 4, 2006, the day before the formal opening of CES 2006,
at the MGM Grand in Las Vegas.

While high-definition TVs are one major aspect of the HDTV
revolution, many other technologies and products are also advancing
rapidly – and in the process, creating challenges and opportunities.
Fortunes will be made and lost; companies will rise and fall;
technologies and products will emerge as winners and losers.

The HDTV Business Conference will help decision makers cut
through the noise to focus on the key strategic issues and gather
information to make critical business decisions.

Who should attend?
� Executives, managers, product planners, marketers,

and engineers participating in the HDTV industry
� Technologists and executives participating in

related industries
� Newcomers to the world of HDTV

Why attend?
� Hear from top industry executives about the 

strategic issues facing the Digital TV industry
� Understand the key positions of industry leaders

and where they are taking their companies
� Build knowledge in all aspects of the HDTV industry
� Gain insight to make strategic business decisions
� Networking Reception with the industry’s movers 

and shakers
� Enhance your CES experience

Session I:  Filling the Pipeline

HD Content – Is Enough Coming?

Will IPTV Challenge?

The Mobile Video Opportunity

Finding the Profitable Mix

Session II:  Clash of the Titans

Digital Rights Management (DRM) Debate

Blue-ray vs. HD-DVD

Session III:  Price/Performance
Who will win the price/performance war -- MD-TV, LCD or PDP?
Feature Sets – What combinations do consumers want?
The Silicon Wars – What more can we expect?

Session IV:  Who Wins?
Selling TVs will never be the same
Who will make money?
Creating Demand

Session V:  Networking Session



Rain on cobblestone 
street of an Italian village.
ASC-DCI-StEM 
(Standard Evaluation 
Material),  used for 
testing compression.  

Image on left:   
Initial/Normal Encoding

Image on right:  
Advanced/High Quality 
Encoding
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One of the most complex and misunderstood 
aspects of video and film production is the pro-
cess of compression. Traditionally the concept 
conjured up visions of blocky, poor quality video. 
That misconception is changing with advances in 
compression formats. Compression is no longer 
the evil villain in the production workflow, but is 
actually a critical tool for content creators.

Uncompressed digital video files can be 
huge, and even conventionally compressed 
video is large and bandwidth intensive. The goal 
of good compression is to deliver the highest 
possible quality at the smallest possible file size. 
Achieving that delicate balance between size and 
quality is as much an art as it is a science. The 
more complex the project, the more delicate the 
balancing act.

While compression has been useful within 
the standard definition workflow, the advent of 
high definition has created an even greater need 
for advanced compression. In order to increase 
the creation and distribution of HD content, 
creators must either reduce file sizes or make 

significant investments in infrastructure upgrades. 
Since such large capital investments are prohibi-
tive, we must look to advances in compression 
technology.

Traditional distribution compression technol-
ogies like MPEG-2 typically offered either smaller 
sizes or high quality, but not both. With new 
advanced technologies, it is now possible to have 
“visually lossless” compression, meaning that while 
the amount of data is reduced, the image quality 
remains pristine and true to its intent.

The different methods used to compress 
and decompress data are called “codecs.” Two 
standards-based codecs have emerged to meet 
the demands for HD: VC-1 and H.264 (also 
known as AVC). Both standards have gained sup-
port from industry organizations and, in 2004, the 
DVD Forum specified that both formats must 
be supported in next-generation DVD players 
(such as HD DVD and Blu-Ray). As a result, VC-1 
and AVC codecs challenge the existing MPEG-2 
standard, by delivering equal or better quality, in 
half the time.

Of course, the most important factor affect-
ing your output quality is the master content 
with which you start. A poor master will result 
in poor content, no matter how great your 
compression technology and/or abilities are. 
Your original content may include tape, live video 
signals or files, so your encoding tools should be 
able to support a wide variety of source formats. 
Assuming you have a high quality source to start 
with, you must then consider the physical dimen-
sions of the video, the number of frames per 
second and the target data rate.

The final format of your video and the tech-
nical limitations of your audience (including band-
width, player formats, screen sizes, etc.) will also 
affect your compression process. With advanced 
encoding tools, you will be able to adjust your 
controls to accommodate a range of speeds, 
dimensions and formats.

The other critical factor related to compres-
sion is speed. While advanced encoding solutions 
have produced improved results, the process 
can still be very time-consuming – encoding a 

2 hour movie in HD may require 100+ hours. 
Solutions are available today that can enable 
real-time encoding for HD and even faster than 
real-time encoding for file sourced (not live) con-
tent. Segment encoding will also afford you the 
advantage of monitoring and adjusting encoding 
specifications on a scene-by-scene basis, enabling 
you to zero in on necessary adjustments without 
re-encoding the entire piece.

As a content creator working in the 
demanding field of video technology, you need 
the tools that allow you to balance and control 
the size, the speed and the quality of your final 
output. Inferior compression can threaten the 
creative effort and vision achieved in your editing 
process, while professional encoding can be the 
differentiator that sets you apart.  HD

John Bishop is Senior Vice President, Business 
Development & Strategy at Inlet Technologies. He 
is recognized as a digital video industry expert and 
has been featured as a speaker and expert panelist 
at numerous worldwide events.



Cinematographer  
Shane Hurlbut on 
the set of Mr. 3000.
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A successful career woman 
searching for her ideal man buys 
a house with a barren backyard 
and hires a landscape architect 
to make it flourish. The backyard 
becomes a visual metaphor for 
romance when the grass turns 
lush green and flowers bloom 
into rich colors as their relation-
ship blossoms into love.

After director Sanaa Hamri 
explained the plot for Something 
New (aka 42.4 Percent) to cin-
ematographer Shane Hurlbut, he 
suggested producing the inde-
pendent film in Super 35 format 
(2.4:1 aspect ratio) with a digital 
intermediate (DI) finish.

“We had a 33-day shooting 
schedule at practical locations 
in Los Angeles,” he says. “I knew 
we wouldn’t always have time to 
control lighting.”

Hurlbut suggested a DI test 
in HD SR format at LaserPacific 
in Hollywood. Their new 
approach incorporates propri-
etary Kodak color science and 
new look-up tables developed 
for the facility as well as using 
the HD SR format as a source 
for one scan that serves both 
the dailies and DI. After scanning 
the test negative and manipu-
lating images in an interactive 
environment with colorist Frank 
Roman, Hurlbut assured Hamri 
they could create an artful film 
and significantly trim costs com-
pared to a 2K or 4K DI.

After Something New was 

edited offline, the HD SR scan 
masters were conformed for the 
DI. The images were projected 
on a cinema-sized screen during 
DI sessions. Hurlbut instructed 
Roman to isolate the grass and 
make it greener, make flowers 
more or less red, yellow or any 
other color.

Hurlbut says that it was 
an easy, interactive process. He 
also timed other scenes for 
continuity and fine tuned looks. 
For instance, he made the light 
warmer in a nightclub scene and 
the sky darker on overcast days. 
There is a dramatic night scene 

Something New
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An HD SR DI

filmed with two characters in 
a car. Hurlbut asked Roman to 
bring their skin tones up and 
make the background darker. 
He explains that the eye is auto-
matically drawn to the brightest 
element in any shot.

“I had worked with Frank 
(Roman) when we timed Into 
the Blue, so I knew he really has 
a great eye,” Hurlbut comments.

Roman says that the 
uncompressed HD SR files 
retain important nuances in 
color and contrast recorded on 
the original negative.  HD
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When I was asked to participate 
in a film festival that allowed only 
one week to write, prep, shoot 
and post a short film in April 
of 2005, my initial thought was 
that someone had to be smok-
ing crack even to consider such 
a proposition. Did I mention no 
budget?

Several factors had to 
come together in the twenty 
minutes I had to consider this 
most “remarkable” opportunity, 
(did I mention one week?) and 
one of the most important for 
me was getting my good friend 
and well-respected cinematog-
rapher, Michael Goi, to agree to 
be my partner-in-crime. Oh, by 
the way, I’m not kidding about 
crime if you account for the 
mental stress. Between features, 
Michael agreed. Given the lack 
of budget for the story I wrote 
(Late Bloomer), Michael chose 
to shoot on HDV using two 
cameras and one Steadicam 
that we secured at World Wide 
Broadcast Services. Now let’s 
review: as a first-time direc-
tor I was NOT thinking about 
posting or anything about HD 
technology in those 20 minutes 
of prepping for the shoot. So 
my hard lesson learned is now 
a Highdef Magazine readers’ 
tip-for-the-day: With HD or 
HDV ALWAYS know what your 
post-production strategy will 
be, which includes communicat-
ing with your post-production 

facility BEFORE you decide to 
roll cameras and say that much 
yearned for word, “ACTION!”

Suffice it to say I would need 
a continuing column for a year 
to share my experience(s) that 
ultimately turned into my 25 
minute short, but after a series 
of “posting hell” encounters, I 
thankfully ended up at the very 
knowledgeable Victory Studios LA 
facility in Toluca Lake, California. 
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Latinas
 on the  Verge…of  HD

Thanks to the editing team 
there, all the work that went 
into production did not end up 
on the editing room floor with 
the hairs I tore out from my 
tormented head. Late Bloomer 
is currently being submitted to 
Sundance and a number of other 
film festivals.  HD

Deborah Franco is a producer and 
recording artist in Los Angeles.

Yeniffer Behrens from 
Day Without a Mexican, 
Ricardo Antonio Chavira 
from Desperate 
Housewives and  
Deborah Franco, Producer.



When Discovery HD Theater first considered a 
program dedicated to watching the sunrise – in 
real time, with no narration and no music – folks 
were a little nervous. After all, this certainly isn’t 
the kind of programming you expect to see in 
the increasingly fast paced, highly produced televi-
sion world.

But when you see Sunrise Earth in high 
definition, you are blown away. Truly. It’s riveting 
and beautiful. Producer David Conover and the 
Compass Light Productions crew have given all 
HD viewers a great gift in this series.

Personally, I think it’s the simple act of watch-
ing TV and letting the images pour over you 
instead of “at you.” Fast action isn’t the draw in 
Sunrise Earth. Instead, with the incredible detail 

and clarity of HD, the program allows viewers 
to be active. It’s the difference between watching 
and observing; it lets you really become engaged 
in the programming.

Critics have praised the series as “hypnotic” 
and “powerful” and even “one of the most 
dramatic demonstrations of the power of high-
definition television.” And that was just the first 
20 episodes; more are slated, beginning with 
five stunning settings from Alaska premiering in 
October.

I was fortunate enough to travel to the 
Alaska shoots with the goal of producing a 30-
minute companion program called Sunrise Earth: 
Inside Alaska. In this half-hour, we take what we 
know, see and feel happening at sunrise and get 

the back story, along with showing some state-
of-the-art research technology. The show gives 
you some hints of what to look for at sunrise 
– nature’s busiest time of day.

The sheer magnificence of Alaska’s vistas and 
the abundance of nature took my breath away. 
What’s more, the crew had access to remote 
places; they had already observed brown bears 
rousing from hibernation and I joined them for 
camping on the beach at the foot of the Aialik 
Glacier and watching the sun rise over Ninagiak 
Island, a beach over 100 miles from the nearest 
town.

Because the state is so remote and pristine, 
the research interest in Alaska is profound. In fact, 
that’s what triggered Sunrise Earth: Inside Alaska.

Daniel Zatz, Sunrise Earth: Inside Alaska DP 
and longtime filmmaker, owns Homer, Alaska-
based SeeMore Wildlife Systems. They build and 
install remotely controlled cameras, which record 
wildlife and environment in hard-or-nearly-impos-
sible-to-access locations. Remotely, scientists and 
the general public – at museums and other inter-
pretive sites – can monitor a myriad of factors 
such as glacier calving, weather fluctuations and 
wildlife behavior. Currently, researchers are study-
ing the maternal investment of sea lions.

I was fascinated by the equipment’s capabili-
ties. Our crew was invited to tag along while 
Daniel’s team replaced a camera damaged by an 
angry seagull. These cameras are one-chip SD 
units, fitted into rugged, custom housings; they 
have complete remote pan and tilt controls and 
even tiny windshield wipers and squirters. The 
gull obviously didn’t appreciate these high tech 
capabilities, choosing instead to tear out a bit of 
cabling to quiet the camera’s servomotors!

Camera repaired, we traveled back to 
Seward’s Alaska SeaLife Center. There, as I 
watched researchers analyzing data provided by 
the remote cameras, the entire observation and 
research process came full circle for me.  

Sunrise Earth: Inside Alaska explores the 
observational techniques of Sunrise Earth and 
looks at these pretty incredible technologies 
which allow researchers and the general public 
to transparently observe wildlife in its natural sur-
roundings. By spending time in Alaska with these 
extraordinary individuals who each bring their 
own skill sets and philosophies to this fantastic 
program, I realized that we are all small cogs in 

that big, huge wheel of nature.
I’ll be happy if, through Sunrise Earth: Inside 

Alaska, I convey just a little of my own personal 
sense of awe into highdef homes. Everyone 
should be so lucky to visit Alaska at least once 
in a lifetime. Bring your highdef camera and your 
camping gear.  HD

Jacob Cross is the producer for Sunrise Earth: Inside 
Alaska.

Sunrise on beach,  Alaska. 

Behind-the-scenes filming 
of Sunrise Earth in Alaska. 
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Dale Cripps is the 
publisher of HDTV 
Magazine, the first 
publication in the 
world dedicated to 
the consumer of High-
Definition programming 
and hardware, and the 
founder and president 
of the High Definition 
Television Association 
of America. He has 
been involved with 
the development of 
HDTV for 20 years and 
is a member of the 
Academy of Digital 
Television Pioneers. He 
is the winner of that 
organization’s prestigious 
Press Leadership Award 
– the highest honor the 
industry bestows – for 
the year 2002.
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HDTV Health Report:  The health of HDTV 
could hardly be better. Sales are up 45% over this 
time last year. Fully 11% of all displays sold in the 
second quarter of this year were HDTV. Europe 
is now entering with lower consumer and infra-
structure cost to start with than we did. Korea 
and Japan are both booming with 3 more chan-
nels just licensed from Japan’s BS satellite. China 

is gearing up to deliver 
35 million HDTV sets in 
time for their Olympics.  
Zenith is showing 
Congress today a $50 

ATSC decoder box for low cost completion of 
the transition. Traditional enemies are nearly at 
peace with only cable carriage the last bone of 
contention. HDTV has become a worldwide 
boom phenomenon with no end in sight.

The best news is that displays are not 
only holding their own but have now caught 
up—actually exceeding in performance what the 
ATSC standard can support. It was the other 
way around for years. The ATSC HD signal had 
more in it than the display could deliver. Dr. Joe 
Flaherty (CBS, Inc), the undisputed father of 
HDTV in the U.S., was frequently heard saying in 
his speeches that “HDTV is better than it looks.” 
He meant that there was more in the signal than 
could be seen on the display. Now with that 
reversed, new pressure to improve the signal 
has arrived. When will we see a 1080p/60 signal? 
The ATSC is in a quandary. When the standard 
was being established MPEG 2 did not support 
1080p/60 and the ATSC wanted to keep to the 
specs of MPEG 2. They would like to propose 
something but no one should hold their breath. 
It is easier for cable, but the demand for new 
boxes would have to be strong. Telephone triple 
play operators have some edge as their business 
is still forming. The new High-Definition DVD can 
also deliver that signal, and should.

While some material will be produced and 
delivered at 1080p 60fps, most of the HD in the 

foreseeable future will be in the ATSC standards 
of 1080i 30fps or 1080p 30fps. That means that 
1080p/60 displays will have to convert 1080p 
30fps material to 60fps via some sort of up-con-
version (or line interpolation) process.

 “Although interpolation algorithms have 
greatly improved,” says TV designer Ed Milbourn, 
“none of them are perfect. The most common 
problem of badly designed up-converters is the 
introduction of horizontal movement artifacts 
- the dreaded motion smear. The newer up-con-
verter algorithms have enough sophistication, 
memory and bandwidth to produce extremely 
accurate interpolated lines.”

All digitally switched displays--DLP. LCoS, 
SED, LCDs and plasmas—now offer “full HDTV” 
1080p models. They bear some price penalty 
(about 20% over 720p and 1080i sets), but that 
will disappear. The big money (many tens of bil-
lions) is riding on big displays over 60 inches. 
The higher the resolution, the larger can be the 
screen size.

Many question why they should buy a dis-
play that exceeds the ATSC standard, (which 
limits HD to 720p/60 or 1080i/60)? Isn’t some-
thing that will display 1080i good enough? Pete 
Putman, noted display analyst, tells buyers “1080p 
is a waste of your money.”

Not all agree. “I’ve been buying audio/video 
gear for 40 years; and I’m sure I’ve never bought 
anything that someone didn’t think was a waste 
of money.” says a loyal HDTV 
Magazine reader.  HD          

— Dale
hdtvmagazine@
ilovehdtv.com

Mysterious deaths, an alien cult, and faded celeb-
rities all collide in Freezerburn, a sophisticated 
and witty dark comedy directed and produced 
by independent filmmaker Melissa Balin. With a 
cast that includes Robert Hays, Dick Van Patten, 
Hal Linden, David Faustino, Rachel Hunter, and 
Drena De Niro, Freezerburn includes a full spec-
trum of story elements. In order to capture them 
all Balin chose Canon’s HJ11x4.7B KLL-SC High 
Definition-Electronic Cinematography lens for her 
directorial debut. The film was the first feature to 
utilize the Grass Valley Viper camera in FilmStream 
mode for selected shots and the Sony CineAlta 
HDCAM for the remainder of the picture.

“The Canon lens gave us an incredible 
amount of flexibility,” Balin says, explaining how 
she used the lens to set the tone of the film. 
“It gave us a lot of freedom, knowing that we 
could create an ambiance and different moods. 
For example, it was a very important theme of 
the film to shoot wide. We had a large cast, so 

there were a lot of sweeping scenes with an 
exceptional amount of people in them. We used 
the full range of the lens, from the low end of 
4.7mm all the way up to 52mm on days when 
we didn’t have enough extras. We really worked 
that lens to achieve Freezerburn’s unique look. The 
lens’ deep-focus capabilities were instrumental to 
communicating the film’s story.”

Philip Schwartz, a veteran director of pho-
tography who shot Freezerburn, agrees that the 
Canon lens was best for capturing Balin’s cin-
ematic vision. “I wanted a wide feel to almost 
everything in the film, so that people could 
always be seen in their environments rather than 
being isolated from them,” Schwartz explains. “I 
liked the focal length range of the lens and the 
lens markings, which made my assistant camera-
man’s job easier. I particularly liked the fact that 
the lens doesn’t breathe when you pull focus.”

For more information about the movie go to www.
freezerburnthemovie.com.
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Actress Rachel Hunter 
prepares for a scene as 

Director of Photography 
Philip D. Schwartz lines 

up a shot with his Canon 
HJ11x4.7B KLL-SC High 

Definition-Electronic 
Cinematography lens 

and Grass Valley Viper 
Filmstream HD camera 

on the set of director 
Melissa Balin’s new film, 

Freezerburn.
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Captures Freezerburn




